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Abstract

The phenomenon of cooperative advertising between manufacturers and retailers in the

market  has  always  been  widespread.  Considering  a  supply  chain  consisting  of  one

manufacturer and multiple retailers with competitive relationships,  we explore advertising

strategies  for  deteriorating items when market  demand is  affected by reference price.  By

establishing a differential game model, the equilibrium advertising strategies and supply chain

profits  under  different  situations  are  analysed  from a long-term and dynamic perspective

under decentralized and centralized control, and trajectories of goodwill and reference prices

over time are presented. The results show that: (1) The manufacturer can guide the retailers’

advertising efforts by adjusting its own marginal profit under certain conditions. (2) In the

decentralized  situation,  the  manufacturer  does  not  always  share  advertising  costs  for  the

retailers.  (3)  The manufacturer is  willing to invest  more advertising efforts  in centralized

situation, but the retailers do not always invest more in centralized situation. (4) The total

profits of the supply chain in the centralized situation are better than in the decentralized

situation.  These conclusions provide the theoretical  basis  for  managers  to  design optimal

strategies after considering profits and brand image comprehensively. 

Keywords: goodwill; reference price; competition; cooperative advertising; differential game



1. Introduction

In recent years, changes in sales channels and platforms have made managers reach a

consensus on the issue of enterprise profitability: if a product seeks to dominate the

market quickly and be highly profitable,  enterprises not only need to improve the

quality of the product, but also to provide a good environment for survival and growth

through effective marketing strategies.  Various forms of marketing,  such as online

advertising  and  price  promotion,  can  remind  existing  consumers  and  attract  new

groups,  which  in  turn stimulates  actual  sales  (Dye 2020).  In  the  information  era,

marketing strategies make it easier for a company to deliver corporate information to

consumers so that good reputations can be built. Many scholars have argued that price

and promotion play pivotal roles when a consumer decides to purchase goods (Zhang

and  Zheng  2019).  Promotion  can  improve  the  company’s  goodwill  and  lay  a

foundation for further development. Taking food as an example, in China, consumers

will give priority to well-known brands such as Mengniu and Yili when buying milk.

It is the goodwill that drives consumers to buy their products. Huiyuan, a famous juice

brand in China,  increased  the brand awareness significantly  after  investing in  TV

advertising for the first time in 1996, and then they continued to invest in multiple

forms of advertising to generate sales. In 2018, a large advertising investment was

made for the Spring Festival Gala, the product’s reputation was further enhanced and

the company’s goodwill was raised to a new level. It means goodwill can directly

influence the development of enterprises.

The market for deteriorating items is rapidly expanding due to the growth of the



global  economy  and  population  (Dye  2020).  Retailers’  advertising  can  stimulate

purchases of deteriorating items before these items go off and prevent unnecessary

cost  due  to  deterioration.  Therefore,  it  is  extremely  important  to  enhance  the

reputation of products and improve the level of goodwill through advertising.

A  large  number  of  researchers  have  shown  that  reference  price  exists  in

consumers’ minds when purchasing goods and is an important factor of consumer

demand (Zhang, Zhang, and Tang 2015). In the 21st century, e-commerce platforms

have become one of the main channels for consumers to purchase products due to

advantages in price. At the same time, the era of big data allows consumers to obtain

information about similar products through multiple channels, e.g. place of origin and

price.  It  makes  consumers  more  sensitive  to  the  market  price,  and  the  expected

expenditure on the product will also change with the consumption pattern. Therefore,

it is essential to take reference price into account when quantifying demand.

In this paper, we focus on the advertising strategies of deteriorating items when

the  market  demand  is  related  to  multiple  factors  including  reference  price  in  a

competitive market environment. We place emphasis on the following: (i) How are

the trajectories of reference price and goodwill affected by advertising strategies over

time? How do they reach the steady state? (ii) What are the advertising strategies of

members of the deteriorating items supply chain? (iii) How do the combinations of

different  parameters  affect  marketing  decision-making? The main  contributions  of

this paper are: (i) This article expands the research under the topic of supply chain

cooperative advertising and takes the deteriorating items supply chain as the research



subject.  The characteristic of deteriorating items is reflected in the model,  and the

influence of competition between retailers on the balanced advertising strategies is

considered. (ii) This article considers the comprehensive impact of reference price,

goodwill,  and competition  on the demand for  deteriorating  items,  and present  the

trajectory  of  reference  price  and goodwill  over  time.  (iii)  This  article  provides  a

reference for developing long-term advertising strategies for companies that produce

deteriorating  items.  It  also reminds  decision  makers  to  pay attention  to  important

parameters  such  as  the  number  of  retailers  and  product  deterioration  rate  when

making  advertising  decisions  for  deteriorating  items,  which  is  of  practical

significance. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 conducts a

literature review. Section 3 presents model descriptions. Differential game models of

advertising  strategies  for  a  deteriorating  item’s  supply  chain  under  two  different

scenarios are built in section 4. In section 5, we compare the results of the models

derived in section 4 and analyse the sensitivity of the parameters. Section 6 is devoted

to numerical analysis. Section 7 includes concluding remarks. Proofs of propositions

are given in an Appendix.

2. Literature review

This  paper  reviews  the  literatures  from  three  streams:  advertising  strategies

considering  goodwill,  advertising  strategies  considering  reference  effect,  and  the

application of differential games to issues of advertising strategy. 

It  is  generally  accepted  that  the  advertising  investments  of  retailers  and



manufacturers  promote  goodwill  amongst  consumers.  Under  this  condition,

Jorgensen, Sigue, and Zaccour (2000) and Jorgensen, Taboubi, and Zaccour (2001)

analyse  the  optimal  advertising  strategies  and  profits  under  different  advertising

investment models in a distribution channel consisting of one manufacturer and one

retailer. Zhang et al. (2017) consider the pricing and advertising investment decisions

of a supply chain and discuss the influences of dynamic pricing and static pricing on

profits. Guo et al. (2013) build advertising decision-making models for three types of

horizontal cooperation. Jorgensen and Gromova (2016) and Lu, Marin-Solano, and

Navas (2019) consider the time consistency of advertising contracts among members

and provide a theoretical basis for companies’ continuous cooperation. Xiang and Xu

(2019)  propose  a  model  for  a  closed-loop supply  chain  when  members  invest  in

advertising and big data marketing, and suggest that such behaviours can benefit the

development of the industry. Xiao, Li, and Zhang (2018) study a supply chain with

online and offline advertising under the product differentiation  strategy.  Certainly,

some researchers also suggest that marketing effort may damage goodwill. Jorgensen,

Taboubi, and Zaccour (2003) and Jorgensen and Zaccour (2003) study cooperative

advertising when retailer’s advertising is harmful to the brand’s goodwill. Under this

assumption, Huang, Nie, and Zhang (2018) compare advertising strategies made for

long-sighted and short-sighted retailers.

In this paper, we adopt the viewpoint that the advertising efforts of retailers and

manufacturers  benefit  goodwill,  which  is  in  line  with  most  of  the  literature.

Deteriorating items like fresh food are worthy of investigation due to their distinct



characteristic  and  prevalence  (Nakandala,  Lau, and  Zhang  2020),  but  only  a  few

studies focus on goodwill associated with deteriorating items (Zhang et al. 2017). In

this paper, we analyse the problem of advertising strategies considering goodwill in a

supply chain of deteriorating items.

Some researchers have considered the impact of reference effect related to carbon

emission reduction (Ye et  al.  2017; Lou, Zhang, and Wan 2018). Some have also

considered reference quality effect on consumers’ purchasing behaviour (Liu, Sethi,

and Zhang 2015; He et al. 2017). Zhang et al. (2019) conduct research on pricing and

production with time-varying demand rate and asymmetric reference price effect. The

optimal  strategies  are  obtained  through  optimality  principle  and  the  maximum

principle.  Lin  (2016)  focuses  on  the  impact  of  price  discounts  and  draws  the

conclusion that the reference price alleviates the “double marginalization” effect and

improves  channel  efficiency.  Under  the  theme of  advertising  marketing,  Lu et  al.

(2016) explore a joint pricing and advertising model when there is a reference price in

consumers’  minds.  Several  researchers  examine the  cooperative  advertising  model

with  reference  price  as  a  factor  affecting  demand,  and  provide  corresponding

coordination mechanisms for the supply chain (Zhang et al. 2013; Zhang, Zhang, and

Tang 2015; Zu and Chen 2017). Similarly, in this paper, we emphasize the importance

of reference price in transactions. Therefore, it is not the market price that guides the

consumers’  purchasing  behaviours,  but  the  gap  between  the  market  price  and

reference price.

Differential  games  take  time  into  account,  and  reflect  the  change  of  players’



strategies and trends of state variables over time due to players’ interactions. In the

previous literature, researchers have used differential games as a research method to

analyse the advertising investment level or marketing mechanism of enterprises. In

the following, we first review research in this area that does not consider competition

and  then  review  research  that  considers  competition  between  manufacturers  and

retailers.

Some  researchers  discuss  advertising  and  marketing  problems  with  one

manufacturer and one retailer through differential game theory. Lu et al. (2019) regard

price  stickiness  as  one  of  the  state  variables  of  a  differential  game,  and  analyse

equilibrium  cooperative  advertising  strategies  under  two  different  behaviour

combinations  of  two  players.  De  Giovanni,  Karray,  and  Martin-Herran  (2019)

concentrate  on inventory control,  pricing and promotion strategies  simultaneously.

They  study  production  and  marketing  strategies  when  a  consignment  contract  is

adopted between the supplier and the retailer under the situation of VMI. Wu (2019)

considers the marketing strategies of members of a supply chain in different channels

when adopting consignment contracts.  Jiang, Liu, and He (2012) explore the joint

optimization problem of advertising strategies and production pricing for supply chain

members under a short promotional period.

The above studies do not consider the competitive relationship among players,

however,  competition  is  a  common  phenomenon  in  the  market.  Based  on  this

situation, Jorgensen and Gromova (2016) study the time consistency of cooperative

contracts  among three  symmetric  competitive  retailers.  Xiao et  al.  (2019) explore



advertising  cooperation  strategies  in  the  case  of  cooperative  and  non-cooperative

games with uncertain demand in a two-tier supply chain. Zhang and Lou (2018) take

the low-carbon supply chain with two manufacturers and two retailers as the research

object and present the optimal strategies for emission reduction publicity. Schlosser

(2017) studies the promotion and dynamic pricing decisions for one manufacturer and

multiple retailers in an oligopoly market with advertising elasticity. These researchers

have included competition between retailers or manufacturers into factors that affect

demand, but most of them impose limits on the number of manufactures or retailers.

In summary, many researchers have conducted meaningful studies on the problem

of supply chain advertising strategies. However, there are still many points worthy of

further  discussion.  This  is  the  first  paper  to  examine  advertising  strategies  for

deteriorating  items  with  demand  that  depends  on  goodwill,  reference  price  and

competition. The model in this article does not set a limit on the number of retailers,

which can respond to the changes in the number of retailers in the market.

3. Model development

Consider a supply chain consisting of one manufacturer and multiple retailers. The

members are farsighted and rational decision-makers who sell a single type of non-

seasonal deteriorating item. Due to improper storage or natural deterioration, the item

will  go  off  and  cannot  be  sold.  Bad  items  can  be  identified  and  removed  from

inventory. There is a per item handling cost for disposal. The manufacturer advertises

nationwide,  while  retailers  conduct  local  advertising  to  increase  sales.  The

manufacturer  will  provide  advertising  cost  subsidies  for  retailers  to  incentivize



retailers  to  promote products.  The advertising efforts  of  the manufacturer  and the

retailers  can influence  the goodwill  and reference price  positively. Manufacturers’

operational  production is  usually  multi-cycle  production,  so it  is more practical  to

view decision-making issues from a long-term and dynamic perspective (Zhou and

Ye 2018). Thus, the differential game theory, a method for analysing and modeling

problems  of  conflict  in  dynamic  systems,  is  used  to  analyse  the  problems  to  be

discussed in this paper. Table 1 summarizes the notation used. 

Table 1. Notation used throughout the paper.

Notation Definition

Decision variables

Advertising efforts of the manufacturer at time 

Advertising efforts of retailer  at time 

The sum of advertising efforts of all retailers except retailer  at time 

Cost sharing rate of retailer ,which is provided by manufacturer

Functions
Accumulated goodwill at time 

Reference price of product in consumers’ minds at time 

, Demand functions of the manufacturer and retailer  at time 

, Advertising cost functions of the manufacturer and retailer  at time 

, Profits functions of the manufacturer and retailer  

Parameters

Index of retailers ( )



, Effect on goodwill of advertising efforts ( )

The natural decay rate of goodwill ( )

, Effect on reference price of advertising efforts ( )

The market price of products ( )

Impact of gap between reference price and market price on reference price

Effect on demand of advertising efforts of retailer  ( )

Effect on demand of competition intensity among retailers ( )

Effect on demand of goodwill ( )

Effect on demand of gap between market price and reference price ( )

, Coefficient of advertising costs for manufacturer and retailer ( )

Marginal profit of the manufacturer (except for advertising costs) ( )

Marginal profit of retailer (except for advertising costs and handling costs) (

)

Unit handling cost of deteriorating items ( )

Deterioration rate ( )

Discount rate ( )

The  quantitative  model  of  goodwill  is  based  on  the  Nerlove-Arrow  model

(Nerlove  and Arrow 1962),  thus,  the  accumulated  brand goodwill  at  time   

satisfies the differential equation (1). The accumulated goodwill at time  depends on

the advertising efforts of the supply chain members at time  and the natural decline

of goodwill over time. When , the initial goodwill can be expressed as .

(1)

The  reference  price   in  consumers’  minds  at  time   is  influenced  by the

advertising efforts of the manufacturer and the retailers at time  and the gap between



the market price and the reference price at time   (Zhang et.al  2013). Commonly,

advertising efforts will promote the brand’s image and further improve the valuations

of the items in consumers’ minds. The sensitivity of consumers to price is determined

by  


( ). When   , the initial reference price  
0(0) 0r r 

. Zhang, Zhang, and

Tang (2015) mention that frequent price fluctuations will have a negative impact on

consumers’ brand choice, so we set the market price of the product as a constant. The

reference price at time t satisfies the differential equation (2).

(2)

Following Huang, Nie, and Zhang (2018), we assume demand can be expressed in

the form of a linear function. At time  , the non-negative market demand faced by

retailers is expressed as (3), where .

(3)

In equation (3),  should be large enough to ensure that  is  non-negative.

 reflects  the  degree  of  competition  (Huang,  Nie  and Zhang 2018).  

measures the consumers’ preference for the brand. The gap between the reference

price and the actual market price will affect the demand. If the actual market price is

higher  than  the  reference  price  in  consumers’  minds,  the  market  demand  will



decrease, otherwise, it will increase. The expressions above reflect the influence of

advertising on the supply chain.  For the manufacturer,  marketing activities  aim to

enhance the reputation of products and improve goodwill indirectly, thus increasing

consumers’  willingness  to  buy  products.  For  retailers,  marketing  activities  will

directly impact consumers’ purchasing behaviours. 

Retailers will consider the natural deterioration of products when ordering from

the manufacturer. So, at time , the total amount of the product required by retailer 

is , and the total demand faced by the manufacturer is . We

make the assumption of  according to the experience of daily life. Under this

condition,   is  true,  where the disposal  cost   also account  for  the

amount paid to the manufacturer for each item which will equal  plus the cost of

production. If  , the profits of a retailer’s sales of the product are less

than the cost of product deterioration, and rational decision makers would refuse to

sell the product.

In previous studies, quadratic functions are widely used to characterize advertising

costs (Gou et al. 2013; Huang, Nie, and Zhang 2018). We adopt the same form to

describe the costs of advertising , .



(4)

(5)

4. Differential game models

It  is  common  for  decision-making  entities  in  the  market  to  make  decisions

independently. At the same time, collaborations have become more widespread in the

recent  past  (Akcura  and  Ozdemir  2019).  So,  we  divide  the  problem  into  a

decentralized scenario and a centralized scenario from the perspective of decision-

making and set up decision support models under each scenario. In this paper, we

assume  the  retailers  to  be  identical,  i.e. , ，

， . 

4.1 Decentralized scenario

In  the  decentralized  decision-making  model  (denoted  by  D),  players  establish

strategies  independently  with  the  objective  of  maximizing  their  own  profits.  The

manufacturer is the leader of the Stackelberg game, and determines its advertising

efforts  and the  advertising  cost  sharing  rate  (i.e.  the  proportion  of  each  retailer’s

advertising cost the manufacturer will subsidize) firstly, then the retailers decide their

advertising efforts.

The  objective  function  of  the  manufacturer  is  the  profit  from product  sales  to

retailers minus the cost of national advertising and the costs shared with the retailers.



Here, we set the cost sharing rate to be fixed during the planning horizon for the

reason that it  is extraordinarily  hard for a manufacturer  to monitor the advertising

efforts of multiple retailers constantly and make corresponding cost-sharing decisions.

In addition, we assume that there is little deterioration of items in the initial phase of

the  entire  life  cycle,  so  the  manufacturer  does  not  need  to  consider  the  costs  of

product deterioration.

(6)

Due to deterioration,  items may go bad while held by the retailers prior to sale

resulting  in  handling  costs.  Therefore,  the  objective  function  of  retailer   is  the

revenue obtained from product sales minus the share of the local advertising costs and

the handling costs due to deterioration.

(7)

Proposition 1. In the Stackelberg game, the equilibrium solutions of the manufacturer

and retailer  are

(8)

(9)



(10)

where ， ， , 

We make the assumption that . This is a sufficient condition to

ensure that the results are positive. Subsequent discussions of this paper are based on

this condition. Proposition 1 gives the optimal strategies of the manufacturer and the

retailers in the decentralized situation, where  is the marginal profit of the retailers

considering handling costs. In the remainder of the text of the paper, the retailer’s

marginal profit refers to the marginal profit including handling cost.

(1) The marginal profits of the manufacturer and the retailers affect their optimal

advertising strategies

From equations (8) and (9), we have . This means that an increase

in  the  marginal  profits  of  the  manufacturer  and  the  retailers  will  increase  their

advertising efforts in the decentralized scenario. Since  is defined as a constant, any

increase in marginal profit cannot affect price. Therefore, it is feasible to increase the

level of advertising efforts and enhance goodwill by reducing costs.

(2)  The  marginal  profit  of  the  manufacturer  has  a  significant  impact  on  the

retailers’ advertising efforts

Note that the retailers’ optimal marketing strategies are not only affected by their

own marginal profit, but also by the marginal profit obtained by the manufacturer.



Noting  that   and  comparing   and  , we  can  find  some

interesting  results.  If  other  parameters  are  fixed,  the  change  in  the  retailers’

advertising efforts caused by one-unit change in the marginal profit obtained by the

manufacturer will be more significant than that caused by one-unit change in their

own marginal profit if the number of the retailers is large enough. This conclusion is

reasonable  and  it  means  that  if  the  manufacturer’s  marginal  profit  increases,  the

optimal advertising effort of supply chain members will increase, which will lead to

increases  in  goodwill  and reference  price.  Due  to  the  changes  above,  the  market

demand faced by the retailers will increase accordingly, and all the retailers choose

more advertising efforts in order to win more consumers and gain more market share

and profits in competition. However, increases in the retailer’s marginal profit have

less impact on goodwill and reference price. Therefore, if there are many retailers in

the market, the manufacturer can increase the marginal profit of the product through

countermeasures such as reducing production costs, and invest in brand marketing to

increase market demand or encourage retailers to work harder to promote brands.

(3)  The  manufacturer  will  not  share  advertising  costs  for  the  retailers

unconditionally

From (10), we find that the retailers will always promote the products to stimulate

market  demand.  However,  the  manufacturer  will  only  subsidize  the  retailers’

advertising  costs  when  the  marginal  profit  ratio  of  the  product  obtained  by  the



manufacturer and the retailers satisfies  . Besides, the greater the

number of the retailers, the smaller the ratio   that needs to be satisfied, and the

more  willing  the  manufacturer  is  to  share  advertising  costs,  otherwise,  the

manufacturer will not provide subsidies.

Corollary 1.  In the decentralized situation,  the equilibrium solutions will  generate

trajectories about goodwill and reference price given by

(11)

(12)

where  are the steady-state goodwill level and the steady-state reference price.

(13)

(14)

Corollary  1  illustrates  that  the  trajectories  of  goodwill  and  reference  price  are

monotonic. When , the trajectory of goodwill decreases with time  ; when

, it increases with time  ; when , the goodwill is fixed and does not

change with time. The trend of the reference price trajectory over time is similar to the

trajectory of goodwill,  and the direction of the trajectory depends on the value of



.

After substituting the solutions and the state variable expressions into (6) and (7),

the present value of the profits of the supply chain can be derived.

Corollary  2. The  present  value  of  profits  obtained  by  the  manufacturer  and  the

retailers in the decentralized situation  and the present value of profits of the

entire supply chain, , are

(15)

(16)

(17)

4.2 Centralized scenario

In the centralized decision-making scenario (denoted by C), the manufacturer and

the retailers generate strategies as a whole system with the goal of maximizing the

overall profits. Then, the objective function of the system is



(18)

Proposition 2. The equilibrium solutions under the centralized situation are

(19)

(20)

where ， ， , 

As expected, due to the centralized decision-making, the equilibrium advertising

efforts  of  the manufacturer  and the retailers  depend on the marginal  profit  of the

products.

Corollary  3.  In  a  centralized  situation,  the  equilibrium  solution  will  generate

trajectories about goodwill and reference price given by

(21)

(22)

with

(23)



(24)

where  are the steady-state goodwill level and the steady-state reference price

respectively. When  , the goodwill and the reference price both approach their

respective  steady-state  levels.  We  can  find  that  the  trajectories  of  goodwill  and

reference price in the centralized and decentralized situations are the same in form,

and the  trends  of  the  trajectories  are  basically  the  same under  different  decision-

making models. This indicates that the trajectories of reference price and goodwill are

not  sensitive  to  decision-making  model  change,  but  the  steady  state  levels  are

different.

Substituting equations (19) & (20) and the state variable expressions into (18), we

can derive the present value of profits for the centralized system.

Corollary 4. The present value of the profits of the supply chain under the centralized

situation is

(25)

5. Comparison of results and sensitivity analysis

In this section we will compare and analyse the results under the different decision-

making models, and clarify the properties of the long-term profits and equilibrium

solutions.

5.1 Comparison of results under the different decision-making scenarios



Proposition  3.  According  to  the  results  derived  in  section  4,  we  can  obtain  the

following conclusions

(1) 

(2) The relationship between the retailer’s advertising efforts under centralized and

decentralized scenarios depends on the number of retailers in the supply chain:

，

，
(3) The overall profits of the supply chain in the centralized situation is better than in

the decentralized situation, that is, 

Proposition  3  (1)  shows  that  the  manufacturer  is  willing  to  invest  more  in

advertising under the centralized situation. However, the retailers’ advertising efforts

in the centralized situation are not always greater than in the decentralized situation.

Proposition 3 (2) presents the different advertising effort levels of the retailers under

the  different  conditions.  If  there  are  one  or  two  retailers  in  the  market,  then  the

centralized decision-making model can drive both the manufacturer and the retailers

to increase promotion. If there are more than three retailers, although the centralized

decision-making model will drive the manufacturer to advertise more, such a model

does not allow the retailers always to strengthen their promotion. It can be seen from

(3) that centralized decision-making is more profitable for the whole system.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis



Proposition 4. The impact of the advertising cost coefficient ,  on the advertising

efforts in the decentralized situation and the centralized situation is summarized as

follows:

(1)  ，

(2)  ，

From proposition 4 we can draw general conclusions. The larger the advertising

cost coefficient  and , the smaller the advertising efforts of the retailers and the

manufacturer in consideration of cost. The impact of advertising cost coefficient on

the  equilibrium  solution  of  advertising  efforts  follows  the  same  trends  for  both

situations.

In addition, we find the following results after further analysis.

Proposition  5. The  impact  degree  of  the  advertising  cost  coefficient  on  the

equilibrium  advertising  efforts  in  the  different  decision-making  scenarios  can  be

summarized as follows:

(1) 

(2) If ，



If ，  

For the manufacturer,  the same degree of cost coefficient  change will produce

more obvious impact in the centralized situation. While for retailers, the scenario that

is affected most by the advertising cost coefficient is different for different parameter

combinations. When , the results of the centralized situation are more sensitive

to  .  When  ,  if  other  parameters  are  fixed,  with  the  increase  of  ,  the

equilibrium result of the retailers’ advertising efforts in the centralized situation will

be more sensitive to the value change of  than in the decentralized situation.

6. Numerical analysis

A is a local  company that  produces milk.  There are multiple  retailers that  sell  its

products  in  the  city.  Company A will  advertise  on TV and retailers  will  conduct

advertising  activities  in  the  shops.  The  analysis  considers  this  problem  with  the

following parameters: ， ， ， ， ， ， ， ，

， ， ， ， ， ， ， ， ，



， ， ， .
6.1 Trajectories of goodwill and reference prices

Figure 6.1 shows the trajectories of goodwill and reference price over time. When

 and  ,  the  trajectories  change  with  time  with  a  monotonically

increasing trend, the result is consistent with the conclusion in corollary 1. It can be

seen that the reference price will reach stability earlier than goodwill. What’s more,

the solid line in both graphs is above the dashed one, that is, the cooperative decision-

making model is beneficial to the supply chain.

Figure 6.1 Trajectories of goodwill and reference price in the centralized and decentralized situations

Figure 6.2 Influences of t  and  on the goodwill trajectory under the centralized and decentralized situations

In addition, as can be seen from figure 6.1, goodwill reaches a steady state level

close to  . The main factor that affects the speed of goodwill reaching a steady

state level is the natural decay rate of goodwill. Figure 6.2 illustrates that the goodwill



will  reach  steady  state  earlier  as  the  goodwill  natural  decay  rate   increases.  In

particular, when  is close to 0, the goodwill level will continue to increase over time

and it is more difficult to reach a steady state level. Similarly, for the trajectory of

reference price, the speed with which reference price reaches a steady state level is

mainly affected by . Figure 6.3 shows the trajectory of the reference price over time

with different values of , and obviously the larger the  is, the sooner the reference

price will reach the steady state.

The  above  results  indicate  that  if  the  decision  makers  hope  that  the  level  of

goodwill and the reference price can reach the steady-state level as soon as possible,

the centralized decision-making will  be more conducive to  achieve  their  goals.  In

addition,  the decision makers should focus on the assessment of the natural decay

rates when assessing the changes of the goodwill and the reference price. If the decay

rates of the goodwill and the reference price are extremely high, the levels of them

may not  change  significantly.  At  this  time,  more  attention  should  be  paid  to  the

company’s revenue.

Figure 6.3 Influences of t  and on the reference price trajectory under the centralized and decentralized situations

6.2 The impact  of   and   on the advertising efforts  of the manufacturer and

retailers



Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show the combined impact of the deterioration rate and the unit

handling cost of deteriorating items on advertising efforts. Generally speaking, the

equilibrium  results  of  the  manufacturer  and  the  retailers  under  the  centralized

situation are always higher than the decentralized results. The advertising efforts of

the manufacturer in the decentralized scenario will increase as  increases. However,

the advertising efforts of the manufacturer in the centralized scenario will decrease

and get close to the value of the advertising efforts in the decentralized scenario if 

increases. The impact of  on the advertising efforts of the retailers follows the same

trend.   has a negative effect on the retailers’ advertising efforts in both scenarios

and has no impact on the manufacturer’s advertising strategies under the decentralized

scenario.

The  above  analysis  provides  a  reference  for  decision-makers  planning  for

advertising  strategies  under  different  decision-making  environments.  When

generating  advertising  strategies  for  deteriorating  items,  the  deteriorating  rate  and

handling costs also should be taken into consideration except for advertising costs.

Figure 6.4. Influences of  and  on manufacturer’s advertising efforts under the centralized and decentralized

situations



Figure 6.5. Influences of  and  on retailer’s advertising efforts under the centralized and decentralized

situations

6.3  The  impact  of  ,  on  the  gap between  the  supply  chain  profits  under  the

scenarios

Figure 6.6(a) illustrates that if the handling cost of the items becomes higher, the

gap between the overall profits of the two scenarios will be smaller. In other words,

there  is  little  difference  between  the  total  profit  of  the  supply  chain  under  the

centralized and decentralized scenarios if the profit earned by the retailer selling a unit

product is very small. In this case, it does not matter to the members of the supply

chain  whether  they  cooperate  and  make  decisions  together  or  not.  Figure  6.6(b)

presents the impact of reference price effect on the gap between the overall profits. If

the reference price has a stronger impact on market demand, the partnership between

the manufacturer and the retailers is extremely important.

This  reminds  decision-makers  that  the  centralized  decision-making  model  can

increase the revenue of the supply chain system significantly if the target consumers

are sensitive to price. In this situation, the decision-makers of the manufacturer and

the retailers should launch in-depth discussions on cooperative advertising and profits

allocation.



Figure 6.6 Influences of , on the gap between the supply chain profits under the centralized and decentralized

situation

7. Conclusions and management implications

As more and more industries realized that marketing weighs heavily on enterprise

goodwill, advertising strategies became a major area for researchers. How to design

advertising strategies  in different  survival  environments  to  enhance reputation and

improve goodwill to promote profitability has become a hot topic. At the same time,

the  dimensions  of  information  available  to  consumers  has  increased  due  to  the

information age, making the reference price an important factor affecting demand. To

cater to such a market environment, we study a two-tier supply chain consisting of

one  manufacturer  and  multiple  competing  retailers,  selling  a  single  type  of

deteriorating items. The equilibrium advertising strategies and profits under different

decision-making models are analysed from a dynamic long-term perspective, and the

trajectories of goodwill and reference price over time are determined.

Our research provides some interesting findings: (1) In the decentralized situation,

the  manufacturer’s  advertising  efforts  are  affected  by  its  own  marginal  profit.

However,  the retailers’  optimal  marketing strategies are not only affected by their

marginal profit, but also by the manufacturer’s marginal profit. Moreover, the change



in the retailer’s advertising efforts caused by one-unit change in the manufacturer’s

marginal profit is more significant than that caused by one-unit change in retailer’s

own marginal profit if there are many retailers in the market. (2) In the decentralized

situation, the manufacturer will provide subsidies for the retailers only when the ratio

of the manufacturer and the retailers’ marginal profit meets certain conditions. The

more retailers there are in the market, the smaller the ratio that needs to be satisfied to

stimulate  the  manufacturer  to  provide  subsidies.  At  that  time,  the  retailers  will

improve  the  level  of  advertising  efforts  to  promote  products,  which  can  enhance

goodwill to stimulate demand, so the manufacturer is willing to provide subsidies for

such  behaviour.  (3)  The  manufacturer  will  invest  more  advertising  effort  in  the

centralized situation, but the retailers’ advertising efforts in the centralized situation

are not always greater than in the decentralized situation. The comparison result of the

advertising efforts is related to the mathematical relationship between the number of

retailers and other market parameters. (4) In the model presented in this article, the

overall profits in the centralized situation are always better than in the decentralized

situation.

The above conclusions provide some management  suggestions for the decision

makers of companies: (1) For decision makers of manufacturer, an effective way to

promote the retailers’ advertising efforts is to focus on the cost reduction. They can

classify the cost according to the generation of them and choose an effective way to

reduce the cost of the corresponding category. Increasing product margin profit by

reducing  costs  can  stimulate  product  demand  and  enable  retailers  to  increase



advertising efforts actively to seize the market. (2) In the decentralized situation, the

manufacturer needs to calculate the ratio of the marginal profit of the manufacturer

and the retailers when making the cost-sharing decision. When the ratio exceeds a

certain  value,  it  is  necessary  for  the  manufacturer  to  provide  a  subsidy  for  the

retailers’  advertising  costs.  Otherwise,  the  manufacturer  does  not  have  to  provide

subsidies for the retailers. The selection of this value can refer to the equation (10) in

this article.

The supply chain structure in this paper involves one manufacturer and multiple

retailers, but supply chains including multiple manufacturers and multiple retailers are

also widespread in the market. Examining how marketing decisions will change in

complex  supply  chain  networks  is  worthy  of  further  research  and  exploration.  In

addition,  this  article  considers  deteriorating  items  without  the  investment  in

preservation technology. Future research could consider how to balance the costs of

marketing and preservation.
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Appendix A: Proof of proposition 1

In order  to  simplify  the expression,  will  be omitted  in  the subsequent  proof

process.  Denote   and   the  value  functions  in  decentralized  situation  of  the

manufacturer and retailer   respectively. Convert equation (6) and equation (7) into

corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.

(A.1)

(A.2)

Let ， ， ,  . According



to the backward induction in game theory, let the first derivative of  on the right

side of equation (A.2) be 0, i.e. , then the reaction function of retailer  is

(A.3)

Substituting (A.3) into equation (A.1) and differentiating the HJB equation with

respect to  and  , we obtain , ,

(A.4)

Inserting  obtained above into (A.1) and (A.2), assuming that their value

function forms are ，  we can get



The coefficients  can be resolved as  ,  ,  ,

.  After substituting above coefficients into the expression of  , we

can get the equilibrium solution of the manufacturer and retailers in the decentralized

situation.

Appendix B: proof of proposition 2

Denote   the value function  in the  centralized  situation  of  the supply chain.

Convert  the objective  functions  of the supply chain into Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

equations, i.e.

(B.1)

Let ,then



(B.2)

(B.3)

Substituting  expressions  above  into  equation  (B.1),  assuming  that  the  value

function form here is , i.e. , then we can get

,  . The equilibrium solutions of the manufacturer

and retailers in centralized situation can be obtained by substituting above expressions

of coefficients into (B.2) and (B.3).

Appendix C: proof of proposition 3

(1)  The  difference  between  the  advertising  efforts  of  the  manufacture  in  the

centralized and decentralized situation is

(C.1)

(2) The difference between the advertising efforts of retailers in the centralized and

decentralized situation is

(C.2)

Then the conclusion can be proved. 

(3) The overall profits of supply chain in the decentralized situation 



(C.3)

The overall profits of supply chain in the centralized situation

(C.4)

If we fixed the decisions , it follows that

(C.5)

By  applying  the  optimal  decentralized  strategies   in  the  centralized

scenario, it is possible to achieve net present profit of  , hence,

.

Similarly,  by  applying  the  optimal  centralized  strategies   into  equation

(C.5), the left side of (C.5) will reach the maximum value and the value of right



side  should  be  equal  to the  maximum  value  .  However,  in  the  decentralized

situation,  members  will  make  strategies  independently.  During  the  process  of

Stackelberg  game,  the  manufacturer’s  decision  variables   will  impact  the

advertising strategies  of the retailers  and the manufacture.  Let   denote the

optimal  strategies  of  retailers  in  decentralized  situation,   are  not

always true. Therefore, the value of the right side of equation (C.5) will be equal to or

smaller than  , that is  .Then the conclusion in proposition 3 (3) can be

proved.


